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Statements 
At the Equality and Human Commission, Article 2: Right to life, at Turkish Constitutional Law 

(Article 17); “Each one has right to life, structural and moral presence, for save and developed, 

in progression”. Thus, it is clear and obvious, and additional Right to Life and Live, so, no one 

be faced to honor of humanity, objective and subjectively, also by social rights for live birth, as 

a basic of existence ad Human being, the individual rights and liberties be noted at the law also.  

“Everyone has right to be life, in objective and be presence for developing and progressing 

right” is clear and obvious. In addition “no one will be performed torture, and oppression, no 

action be done for the honor of a person” indications are evident and apparent. One of the 

Declaration 
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Governmental duty, as in Article 5, “the main purpose and duty of the government are the 

personality basic rights and liberty.. thus, confirming the objective and moral authority, for 

developing and advancing be preparing” as noticed. Right to Life, the physical and 

psychological and social, cultural existence be saved and cared, and be grounded on legal and 

ethical principles.  

As noted at the Turkish Deontological Principles, Article 2, “the health of the individual, the 

life, and personality for utmost care and serving” as the obligation, responsibility of a 

physician. In addition such subjects, at the Turkish Constitution, Article 10, and Turkish Penalty 

Code, Article 90, “if estimation of known medical procedures application is not enough result, 

by informative consent, even experimental scientific submissions, and for treatment approach, 

can be perform and not be a criminal consideration” is the notice by law. Physicians only be 

“for examination and treatment, utmost care and precautions ve obligatory be considered”. 

Supporting the physiology and safety measures for the outcome of problems, beneficence, than 

the early or treatment of diseases. Delaying at medical applications be punished by the Turkish 

Constitution Article 137, and Penalty Code, Article 280, at the medical staff, even be silent at 

suspicious at this concept. The responsibility be an individual aspect as also noted at the Penalty 

Code, Article 20.   

For healthy and be active living of a near-life preterm infants, especially below 1000grams, the 

physiology be supported and be required according their gestational week obligations. This will 

be following by evidences, ad intensive care precautions, especially specialty for care as 

Perinatology at the pregnancy and Neonatology at birth and after life accomplishment.  

This Declaration concerning; “Right of the Life is the elementary one for being alive, 

especially considering the pre-viability of the preterm infants, thus, serve and save for 

supportive for health, shielding from problems, before establishing, principally for the 

considering for the Vitality Right” as a brief indications..  

The Principles 
1. Legal concept 

Right to Life is Natural Right; as live birth, or even at pre-viable preterm infant, each one has 

right to live, in legal. This right as a human being, must care and protect, by government and 

other institutes, not left only to family. To be healthy, all the precautions, health care must 

perform, by check-up and protect from symptoms before get disease. 

a) Legitimate be constructed on the personal right concept. 

1) No one will be punished if not indicated at law, clear and obviously mentioned.  

2) Administrative regulations cannot be considered at law as crime. Not comparison and 

evaluation be considered to the written law concept, directly be taken in notice.  

3) Crime and penalty for them will not be widely concern and be a comparison for other 

situations, as a legitimate fact.”  

4) If not indicated against the action as crime, all be restricted any interactions and 

commercial relations out of law. 

b) Justice in Turkish, means Rights of an Individual, in English, indicating as common idea, 

therefore legal implying law, not juristical act. 

1) Every individual has Right to live and liberties, independency, as a personality and be 

protected from torture and for ending life decisions for them. 

2) No one has exact decision when life is beginning or ending and not even be clarifying 

upon this subject.  
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3) If the life support or ending life will be ending the presence, as living organisms, means 

cancelling all the rights.  

4) Government be search the cause and grounding of death as a “positive responsibility” 

as a fact.  

5) Even unborn infant, fetus be have right to be born alive and be concern the save the life.  

6) Termination of pregnancy is not only mother’s right for decision; the right of fetus and 

mother is separated. 

c) For confirming the communication, effective and efficient relation is obvious. Thus, for the 

result and meaning be understand, special and unique interaction is required. Thus, the 

confidentiality is obviously be achieved. 

1) Each person is unique and special and be individually has the Human Rights, by law, so 

same is also in consideration at the near-life of preterm infants. As indicated at the 

Turkish Constitution, Article 2 and 17 and as an individual responsibility (Penalty Code, 

20), must inform to legal subjects if any suspicious act also (Constitutional Article 137, 

Penalty Code 280).  

2) Basically, informative consent is essential, thus, for Right to Life and at the near-

viability preterm infants, family have only be taken the information, not have any 

consent, at medical procedures. If the family be not giving any consent, it is criminal 

act, some examples as taken the responsibility of preterm infant form the family given 

to government by Child Care Law, Article 5. Relation by communication and 

forthcoming accidents can also be solved by proper family member and relatives 

interaction. Certified personal act will be sometimes essential at the Intensive Care Unit 

of Neonatology. 

d) The main problems at the medicine, due to the accident at the communications at the 

relation, and legality be needed for taken the information, the medical fact. 

1) Penalty only be considered at evidence based and proved crime facts, that written 

directly at law. At medical conditions, only some explanations be required, manly at the 

due period on clinical writings, especially nurse, other medical staffs and pharmacy 

indications and reasoning of performing. Primum non nocere is the main ethical 

concept, so, there is a reasoning and medical scientific grounding at the procedures. 

Information be given, thus, for preterm no consent is required by law.  

2) Crime is the confirming the harm, by intended, carelessly and without precaution, delay 

at the act, and fault, that only be recoverable one, be evidence-based proof.  

3) Mostly physicians gives the medical scientific reasoning and grounding at their act, at 

the court, mainly by the progress by caring simultaneously written chart, mainly not 

defense, mostly medical scientific informative aspect. Defense be only at the proven 

hazardous act proven.  

4) The first legitimate question at court, what will be your aim and your method that 

perform. At this point not abstract, concreter, objective actions, performing medical 

procedures and grounding and reasoning a medical science bases.  

5) The reasoning at the court, be as physician not gives any warranties for treatment and 

for to be healthy, so, caring and serving the physiological requirements, especially for 

the pregnancy weeks at preterm infants, assisting and following up for evidence to 

evaluation at the medical procedures. As life support is important at the reasoning.  

6) Informative state is differs at the physicians by themselves, and to the family, 

understandable and comprehension is needed. Relations and communications be at the 

same frequency with the focus on person. 

e) Not any oppression and insisting to perform, other inhuman acts, fits the nature is the 

conditional state. Only at emergency, and at the Right to Life status, the informative consent 

is required, thus, the preterm advocate is physician also. 
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1) Not any reasoning at medicine for oppression and force using. Some conditions and 

problems as shock, near death, for recovering and resuscitation, the medical procedures 

are not considered as forceful and oppression. It is an obligation of medical procedures, 

thus, afterwards, the person be alive and tissue perfusion and perform what the 

individual needs, not less and not more.  

2) For obtaining life, pressure, obligations by force, and be cruel is not physician role, thus 

the performed person be like hell, in torment. Therefore all the groundings at medicine 

be on medical ethics and firstly primum non nocere/not to cause any harm, later be at 

beneficence act.  

3) Physician is not inflexible, be evaluative point for every evidences that obtained from 

preterm infant, for progress, by evaluative and differentiation.  

4) Science confirm alternatives, other solutions, not any oppression. Some gives advices 

to be on standard routine, the others being on beginning point, thus responsible 

physician, considered the case, listening the advices and perform the required and 

suitable for the preterm infant, suitable for preterm infant condition.  

5) No one knows what is righteous and wrong, just for estimation, so, the evidences from 

following be necessary for medical procedures, for contentment of requirements of the 

preterm infant.  

6) Especially near life preterm infants consider and be carefully and preciously ve on 

medical procedures, so not to be harm, thus, they are even 1000 grams or less.  

7) Contribution for ending life is not suitable for physician act, thus cause for life, torment 

and being in hell. Thus, for nearly life preterm infants, only Neonatology profession 

physicians be on duty, and the team for intensive care at this situations, for effective and 

efficient at life considerations. 

f) Medicine is not gaining or loosing fact, not mentioned any commercial and marketing, only 

medical education and scientific approach is essential and as a rule. The right of a person, 

preterm is overall, respect to them is utmost. 

1) Gaining and profit perception be leading of missing, escaping and avoiding reasoning. 

At life, the cheap or like other economic reasoning is leading a person life, thus, in 

human an illegal. Economy is not only meaning as efficient, effective and eligibility 

thus also, enjoyment for the result.  

2) Requirement will be grounding on physiological needs, so it must be given, established, 

before any problems be encountered. Protection, care and serve, shielding for harm must 

be primary at the treatment. This is not considering the bells graphics at statistical 

median. Each person ve an exceptional, so individual conditions be considered.  

3) If possible benefit be in estimation, it must be given and follow up.  

4) The purpose of life for the physician, caring the near life preterm infants, not even 

pleasure, just love and reasoning of life, profession is humanistic, on ethical principles. 

g) The evidences cannot be evaluated against the Human Rights, and against of Right to Life. 

Not any hopeless facts, to overcome and even be die in peace, without any discomfort, be 

the norms of medicine. 

1) Not any evidences be evaluated against the patient, for harm, thus even suspicious for 

impair, it is for starting the treatment.  

2) Some evidences be the first sign of the process.  

3) Not estimating and approved the condition, physiological balancing, cooperative 

function be at active role.   

4) Evidences be for indicates physiology ve over all them, not even reasonable and 

satisfactory, be effective and efficient and leading positive indication for balancing the 

tissue systems is vital important. 
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h) Eutenasia is a crime act, even active or passive. Whatever the reasoning, as economics, 

retarding the early approach, before the pathology develops, late at care and medicine act. 

Medicine process cannot be considered as torture or production of pain, it is contrary for 

diminishing and terminating of them. 

1) All medical approaches, concerning to leading of healthy and right to life. (The Right 

of Patients Regulation, Article 12: Without any diagnosis, treatment or other protective 

measurements, causing to death or dangerous to life applications or concerning the 

whole-body structure, or mental or decreasing the vital immunity, thus all are 

prohibited and not performed and also not be demand”.   

2) Eutenasia is a crime. For the near-life condition of preterm infants, some advices of 

active/passive Eutenasia is not accepted legal and ethical fact, it is a crime and life 

change, probability must be given to them. (The Right of Patients Regulation, Article 

13: By considering medical reasoning, whatever the indicated, not be get-out the life 

right, even demanding from himself or others , not be resulting to end the life”).  

3) Utmost Care and Serve to the life (The Right of Patients Regulation, Article 14: Medical 

person, must care according the patient requirements, even not possible to be healthy 

state or not save the life, be reduced the pain and take over it.)  

4) Medicine is not given the warranties of healthy, and to be treated. The ethical, 

deontological principles is not give, perform any harm (primum non nocere) and be on 

benefit at health.  

5) Life is maintaining the balancing of the collaborative physiology of the tissues, and 

protecting from physiopathology is basic fundamental for protection from diseases and 

problems, so, primarily the championing of tissue system must be en essential process.  

6) Support of life, not at the ending life, ending the viability decision, so, Eutenasia is 

illegal fact.  

7) The contrary of living (like Groningen Protocol) must be grounding on some reasoning 

as; inevitable and hopeless condition with pain and considering as torture, the demand 

of family for ending life, medical consultation is also approved the decision, and the 

process be in medical application, so, why not leading to death and, your deontological 

principles are for care and serve, even for abandoning the pain. Thus, life and living is 

taken as reality at Rights for individual, no one has right for ending decision. Physicians 

are advocates of a person for humanity. 

2. Physician must be on ethical considerations 

a) The ethical principles must be as indicated. 

1) For ethical evaluation first revising the subject, as; “what is wright and true” as universal 

considerations at declarations, then later confirm the truth, by asking secondly “what to 

do, ought to do as truth” in action and follow the procedures.  

2) Each individual must take their essentials, requirement for life. The energy of living, at 

the preterm infant be specially estimated and all the tissue systems be in combination at 

consideration, to be healthy.  

3) The protection from harm by using the mind as a professional way is; a) grounding and 

reason of science, b) believe in science is to believe and to be with it like gravity, c) all 

the aim of work be for humanity at ethical principles, for value production, d) love and 

respect to the personality and special individual requests, e) be considering and to be on 

natural law, as physiology of specific one as preterm infant.  

4) Morals are at some specific regulative boundaries, thus traditions mainly considered. 

Right to life is on Constitution, so, especially physician take cre and serve for life. 

Ethical consideration be on individual human rights. 

b) To be on ethical principles 
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1) The important first line ethical principles are in general; a) trust, b) loyalty/fidelity ve 

c) keep the secret-secrecy/confidentiality.  

2) In application the considering ethical principles as mainly are; a) primum non nocere/not 

make any harm, b) beneficial act, c) respect the personality and d) justice/do what is 

needed and required.  

3) Some concepts for ending the life decision, as noted Groningen Protocol as; hopeless, 

desperate torture and pain occurred diseases, family has informative consent, medical 

assistance be given, ending be medically by team performed is mentioned. First no one 

has right to create and getting the life, ending the life decision, even the courts have no 

rights, second, physician is not a person giving warranties for healthy situation, and 

third, getting out the pain have several medicine, thus, care and serve the physiology 

requirements be safe and feel the comfort of the patient, preterm. So, medical staff has 

no way for causing active or passive death, leading to die. Eutenasia is crime, even not 

accepted universally by legal and also ethical fundamentals.  

4) Care and serve is only for the physician, as a professional duty, using medical science 

by mind, decision be grounding on patient, specific and sole.  

5) Moral is socially common sense, thus, civil liberties, individual rights are not connect 

and correlated with the society. 

c) What is truth and reality, what ought to do must be at the consideration at medical approach. 

1) The best escaping and be aware of harm is to be in medical science in combination with 

the preterm infant.  

2) Each medical procedures and applications must have an ethical and humanistic, thus the 

scientific backgrounds are a validity by the preterm infant effects and reactions.   

3) Non ethical behavior of a physician is not allowed for medical acts. Even if not love and 

respect to humanity, it is so unwanted to be on medical team.  

4) The meaning of life is for the humanity on the creation, by ethical principles, thus life 

is a limited lifetime and achieve what is essential.  

5) If you are very fast, on icy road, they said you are not using your mind, not avoiding 

from harm.  

6) Physician must be away of personal, social and other considerations, directly focused 

on patient, preterm infant health.  

7) Physician role is not creator position, be just on creation on scientific evidences at the 

preterm infant for Right to Life.  

8) If a person away of scientific aspects, just be on phantasies will not be care on preterm 

infants.  

9) Life consideration for healthy preterm infant, the evaluation of the evidences be differs, 

several ideas and medical procedures be applied, so, the importance is avoiding of harm 

and continuous evaluation of the evidences, for establishing biological balancing of 

organ systems, as a whole. 

d) Primum non nocere/escaping from harm is the first principle at medical application 

1) The target be on healthy, thus, for individual concept, each person is differs, each 

preterm is at each pregnancy week, physiology so diverged. Not to be pathophysiology 

be happened, early precautions is vital important.  

2) The person who is considering the medical approaches as torture, be configurate the 

preterm as a calm and be in peaceful, be at balancing of the physiology and tissue 

systems. So not in pain, suffocation and other problems, be the happiness hormones; 

oxytocin, seratonin, dopamin and endorphin releasing is the fact for them.  

3) To be away of harm, be also escaping to be a cruel one, as a physician be at the attitude 

of that subject.  
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4) Life is a running of time, by living, the effective and reactional state, side effects, advers 

effects all be considered and be at the consideration of time by following the preterm 

infant.  

5) The physician at love on ethical concepts and be on Human Right, is not be a routine 

person, an exceptional, so, for caring and serving the near life preterm infant, not to be 

burnout, hope and love be active.  

6) Avoiding is not performing anything, precautions and escaping harm is required 

medical procedures to take. Living is by life, so, no one has right for ending the life 

decision, even courts have not.  

7) If a physician be at ethical consideration, not to have been forgotten not to make harm 

principle, as primum non nocere.  

8) Before the pathological conditions be happened, estimation of the dilemma and be 

leading to individual evidences.  

9) Only one disturbances be affected to whole body tissue/organ systems, so the balancing 

be upside down. So care must be taken for the entire organization of the body.  

10) Complication meaning if a physician perform all the care and serving attitudes and 

concerning the precautions and unexpected conditional state. Thus, not any 

responsibility of the physician, thus be medical scientific evaluation by legitimate be 

done to say complication.  

11) For encountering harm, proficiency at preterm infants, Neonatology profession is 

essential.  

12) If not sure on harm, not starting any medical procedure.  

13) Each person functional physiology varies, especially at the near life preterm infant, so, 

first to solve the organ systems of the preterm infant. The medical procedures limitations 

be known or in estimation.  

14) Importance is balancing the organ/tissue system on functional aspects according their 

physiological background.  

15) Not the educated and known person, thus, the one who takes the precautions be more 

comfortable than others.  

16) Classical drugs for adults be harmful to preterm.  

17) If you are not concerning the creations and the properties of the preterm, a later on the 

enormous increase of the problems cannot be resolved and be treatable, thus, even the 

physician be not understand what is going on.  

18) The person o creation regulations, scientific properties, be safe on follow up, not at 

general thus, for special functions of the body, organ systems.  

19) A person who is aware of and avoiding from harm will be an example at the common. 

The negative ones be also an example for evading. Each case an example and be 

educator to us.  

20) There will be several for positive concepts, thus, harm is obvious at negative, so, 

evidences be first be not do any harm, primum non nocere.  

21) For legal perspective, if there is some application for medical science, physician have 

to perform, if not it will be a crime, 

e) Precautions and carefulness and taking the care, controlling and avoiding from harm and 

problems be first to be at consideration. Walking on icy road is the way of controlling the 

condition by care. 

1) If someone be on at wrong direction, if not a crime, so their choice is at their 

responsibility so the overcome is goes to him/her.  

2) For precautions to consider and avoiding concepts at care and serve from the harm, first 

the concept will be in perceiving the detriment and awareness the human Rights, by 

scientific and ethical considerations.  
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3) For avoiding the harm, not after an accident happens, before taken the precautions.  

4) The precautions are concerning the concept of harm, so, avoiding has special procedures 

to do.  

5) If there is any astonishing factor, we must take precautions and avoiding it, thus this is 

care and escaping the harm.  

6) Before the problem is occurred, physician be care and save form the problem, so, 

precautions for establishing the organ system balancing o healthy process, be the main 

aim of the medical science.  

7) Care for healthy is the basic concept, so for preterm infants, tissue systems be all 

together in functional state.  

8) For serve, functionality and care of the preterm infants, action is required, the decisions 

be on active and performing.  

9) Living is continuing process, yesterday and today is confirming the tomorrow. To be 

alive, we must take care and serve to be healthy, escaping the harm, health care 

controlling, for taking precautions, thus near life preterm infants, to survive, balancing 

the physiological functions.  

10) For effective and efficient, be sure on the physiology of the preterm infant.  

11) Before establishing health problems, early detection and precautions vital important, 

then treatment. Thus, therapy is not so returning the beginning point, mostly confirm 

some damage.  

12) For health controls, to be on safe at the problems, early diagnosis and taking and 

consideration of the conditions and difficulties be better than treatment. The 

probabilities be for healthy concepts for taken the caring as in pregnancies.  

13) A created person is not be at opposition for the creation, must be on the scientific factors 

for alive. Science is not contrary to creation; nature is law of it. By such perspective, 

physician be so sure being on it. 

14) Medical approach and procedures are not at one system, must consider all the organ 

system, in balance and at proper functional state. 

3. Right to life 

Presence, primarily independent, and separate as a free person, to be in healthy, be equality 

and at brotherhood, perspective, as a member of the society. All rights must be have 

unlimited and uncensured, by free will and free individual perspective. For preterm infants, 

first the right to life be achieved and be provide, performed and appreciated. 

a) Being, to be is evident, objective, thus if not, it is just a hypothetical, abstract one 

1) Life is not a deniable truth. Living body, organism has some objective medical criteria, 

concerning as living, not any argument.  

2) All living organism is created, born, thus, human being is also, born, live and death.  

3) Not accepted the living one, means concerning them as death.  

4) Denying the life, means also refusing yourself, your creation, your being.  

5) Physician is for life, not for death action.  

6) A physician cannot give life and health warranties, the creation and death is not personal 

controlling. The aim, to act at humanistic and respect of the person.  

7) Respect of life is equal meaning of respect to humanity and presence of human being.  

8) The medical act for the Right to Life, each preterm is unique and special, so procedures 

be upon their physiological needs, so considering gestational week, by clinical outcome.  

9) Right to Life is natural and legate being. Presence as a human as a person, so, no 

comparison, no evaluation and considering any subject as discussion.  

10) Social status is arranged at law, before birth and by alive birth, it is active and not to be 

taken for any reasoning.  
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11) Life is not at consideration, even for medical approach, at pre-viable preterm infants, 

life is to be or not to be concept, thus not at evaluation.  

12) Life and to be alive is clear and obvious, by evidence based. Not to be in deliberation 

by philosophical concepts, and not bearing in mind at the physician. Even for disabled, 

handicapped ones, this is legally forbidden, means crime.  

13) Each medical approach, also treatment, specific for person, and in general contribution 

of health, specially be harmful, so, be noticed the person requirements, be effective and 

efficient and satisfactory.  

14) For the Right of the Life, even before procedures are useful and be effective and 

beneficial, this is not indicating as same effect at this case, the preterm.  

15) Not any miracle is expecting, for medical procedures, for living, the supporting specific 

patient physiology might have a dreamful effect, thus it is only a medical scholarship 

and believing of science be heightened.  

16) The life has no illegal explanation, meaning.  

17) Establishing of the living, as a Right to life, the concept of being, be only one to be.  

18) The reality and rights of life is active living. The future will be only by living organism, 

by support, care and serve, on the whole be for physiological managing.  

19) Under the concept of humanity, medical staff, first be on the creation requirement, the 

essential and natural resources for care and serve, protect form harm and damage.  

20) Life is sooner or later be ended for living organism, thus first be alive for the preterm 

infants, so they will ve learn the meaning of life.  

21) At the life consideration, Right of Life is vital, crucial at be mandatory. Fır confirming 

life, as a living person, all the medical science and creation concepts be actively done 

from the aspect of preterm infants evidences.  

22) From the humanity perspective, by ethical principles, life is the respectful fact for 

Human race, for future presence, and protect and serve and care of health is compulsory 

duty.  

23) Life is a delight for living. The meaning of life for realizing, by pleasure of life, thus, 

for implying all the living organisms as outlines as love.  

24) All the medical procedures and applications, treatment, to the near-life preterm infants 

be performed, thus, it is obvious. This must be at the individual bases of requirements 

for life. 

b) Life is designed by love and humanity must be progressive and over for all and advanced. 

1) The meaning of life is love and production of love affairs.  

2) Life is positive and negative outcomes combination, so each condition and situation be 

a lesson, even at the individual case, by ethical principles, balancing at the humanity 

love and respect, for living one.  

3) Approaching by love has several positive effect at the physiology support, care, 

precautions and serve has not any arguing, thus, only be how, when and what to do is at 

the consideration.  

4) The main reasoning for physician to be a medicine as a profession, for being humanity 

by love, thus Turkish Deontological Principles as noted; “the duty for physician, to 

respect the human right and individual life thus, personality with care and respect to be 

leading factor”.  

5) If not love and respect under humanity, the physician be like a robot and act as same 

indications at the references, books, not consider human being for relation and 

cooperation.  

6) For performing the Right to Live, a medical staff is sure on humanity, ethical principles, 

with leading of mind, by love, at energic acts.  
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7) At emergency facilities, not directly whether live or not, perform what the preterm is 

need and required the medical procedure, full satisfactory and effective procedures has 

to be done.  

8) Well education and aptitude and experienced physician must have a medical team; thus 

he/she is responsible for their proficiency. Anyone who has any hesitations and 

worrying will not working at Intensive Care Unit.  

9) When you discharged to home a critically small preterm, be quite sure on you and the 

baby both are in success, you to life, preterm to you success, experience, gives lesson 

too.  

10) The communication langue be love and friendly way, relation and interaction be only 

by respect to human.  

11) As a reality no one knows the future, what will be happen, thus, medical procedures for 

healthy with tissue systems be actively at balancing stage, according the preterm infant.  

12) For overcome the professional burnout syndrome, for caring the near-viable preterm 

infant, being with humanity, and ethical principles, thus, all the medical staffs be at 

respect and in affection of friendship at the relations.  

13) Occurring of problems inevitable, the concept to be at the ethical considerations and be 

at humanity.  

14) New graduated physician is a one, breaking the pupa, the eggshell. Be ready to 

contribute the humanity, ethical contributions, on love by health and be on humanity.  

15) If living is a struggle, then, it must be on love at peace, being on humanity, by medicine 

science for physician.  

16) The science be sole, thus, the presence of being, on love at peace. Not encountered any 

problem, not cause any harm, if being a status at biological, physiological and balancing 

by healthful, medical process.  

17) Basically, suitable at the creation system, natural regulations on science and be on 

humanity and ethical considerations by love can be the perceive the making the 

awareness at the medicine.  

18) When the medical staff act with love, the internal hormone secretion as; oxytocin, 

seratonin, endorphin, dopamine be actively cause positive effect on tissue system 

balances. This is easily encountered at the vital evidences at the monitors.  

19) For medical approach and medical procedures, the technology established equipment 

has be effective and efficient usage, thus, humanity acts be also required aspect.  

20) Physician at the reality be on love at humanity at an individual, making empathy and 

save and serve the existence, presence of Human being, as an individual.   

21) If some medical staff is only considered the preterm as an object, not making empathy 

and love it, so, not to be worked at the intensive Care.  

22) Look down, despising and do what you have to do, is not physicians concerning duty. 

The subject is a human being, even preterm are also, so, be care and serve them as a 

humanoid. 

c) Meaning of living is; independent, not any dependency for life, individually and to be alive, 

naturally at living organisms. 

1) Protecting from physio-pathological condition, the first aim be serve and care and 

establishing the physiology of the preterm, and balancing the requirements and 

outcome.  

2) If not balancing the tissue systems, even to the cellular function, then the problem will 

be obvious, not be avoiding one.  

3) Autonomy may not be keep in balance the tissue systems at preterm infants, so special 

care and serve, according their gestational week and maturation parameters, evident 

approach be critical.  
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4) Each medical procedures to near-live preterm has an effect, thus, also counter effect, 

reaction, by this influencing, thus, cellular function be the pivot for evaluation. 

d) Life has no concerning any discussion, not have any pessimistic approach 

1) As if look like weak and not any way of solution, the immunity and reaction of the body, 

by supporting physiological outcome, the condition be on positive direction.  

2) By death, not any energy is needed, so by energy using, preterm infants be try to 

overcome the problems for healthy situation.  

3) Human is a social person, not isolated form the society, being share the professional 

experience to other medical collages and from family informed consent approach is also 

important in some cases.  

4) When considering the near-life preterm infants, the evaluation of the evidences, not any 

hopeless and not unscientific explanations, also miracles and fantasies being leading to 

destruction and not anything. 

4. Continuing of life is female dependent/only confirm by woman.  

The person who give genetically birth to Human being, is female, by pregnancy and labor. 

a) If the new generations be only by female pregnancy and birth, the woman health is prime 

important. 

1) Genetically the new generation is mixture of mother and father genes, thus, the “X” 

chromosome is vital important, and “y” is for sex discrimination. Female is the only and 

sole sex, forming human from single cell, to a newborn baby.  

2) Therefore for new generations, female health is up most important, and also for the 

embryo, fetus and vitality of the newborn infant. 

b) The legal and ethical standards for abortion and early discharge and delivery 

1) Up to 10 Gestational Week; the mother and embryo rights are considered as united, so, 

mother can consent for abortion.  

2) Between the 10-20 Gestational Week; the mother and fetus right is diverged, so mother 

has no consent for early discharge, medical and legal reasoning be required.  

3) Between 20-22 Gestational Weeks; nothing is reasoning for ending life decision, except 

vital health condition of mother. 

c) At the nature, only females are given birth, life consideration to them. 

1) For continuing the Human race, female is essential, thus, healthy woman is the aim of 

humanity, to have a future of human species.  

2) Mother is the Human being, gives birth, so, all the life and humanity concepts be 

connected to females. Woman is a symbol of humanity, love and respect of the common, 

so, this conceptual respect be on enthusiastically presented.  

3) The life is starting from pregnancy, so, the prenatal period be at healthy and vitally most 

vital stage, period.  

4) Even before pregnancy, healthy controls and evaluation of health is for healthful.  

5) When the pregnancy at risk, first consider the mothers health.  

6) Female, as a woman, must be close related to their profession as Perinatology as well 

as Woman Health professions. 

5. The unit of life is person/The meaning of life is a vital individual 

All the person has autonomy, and equal at value as human and for Human Rights, born the 

same civil liberties and rights. Equality cannot be considered at the discrepancy (race, 

colour, gender, language, believes, political view, religion, origin, richness, and 

differentiation at birth and other discriminations), so equality is at legal rights. Slavery or 

other dependency will not be acceptable, their informative consent is obligatory essential 

by law, not performing any harm and torture act, inhuman behaviour and brutal to honor 
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and such attitudes will be tolerable and be a crime. Friendship is the perspective at the 

relations and cooperation.   

a) Human being as an individually, free and special, unique person, free on act. 

1) Civil Liberties and serve and care of this item be governmental and institutional duty be 

protected by law concept.  

2) People are independent and unbinding, free and equal, unique and special, sole at law.  

3) Free in mind, free in heart, free at thoughts, and free for future be an personal conditional 

state to be. 

b) Each medical procedures, for individual situations and conditions, as demanding healthy 

state, unique and special and sole. Equality is as a right for humanity resources; thus each 

individual is one and only, particular and distinctive. 

1) Each case an active vivid one, by considering as a lesson subject, and being several 

contribution to medical science.  

2) If not considered the physiology bases, the medical procedures cannot be receiving 

positive result, thus, even treatment must lead to balancing the tissue systems too.  

3) Nature is on scientific factors, thus, for life, energy be used, for life.  

4) Before medical approach to a preterm, first you have to be on ethical principles, respect 

to human, making empathy to preterm, respect the life.  

5) Medical procedures are grounding on the case, preterm, thus, must the medical approach 

be similar to their physiological requirements, like a tailoring. 

c) Equality is meaning equal at the Human Rights, the biological peculiarity, distinctively, 

personality and discrimination is a structural reality. 

1) The regulation that was from manager, is not crime if not performed, as a origin, as at 

law, only harm and oppression be a crime to Human being.  

2) The discrimination be only for, the individual freedom, and the Human Rights as unique 

person, name, ID number, persona record, chart. 

d) Each drug has special actions according the case, properties, conditions, situations and 

diseases, depending their psychopathological bases. Thus, the reaction must be also 

encountered. 

1) By giving or not giving any prescription, the preterm be prepared for the administration 

or the lack of the conditions.  

2) The unbalancing physiology of preterm infants estimated the unintimated reactions to 

the medication.  

3) Giving a food is not digestion and metabolism of the nutrition. So, the medical caring 

be up to last qualified state. 

e) Each case is a lesson, even the negative ones be the example to be escaped and not to be 

dome, each, positive and negative results be for education on medical science. 

1) To be obtaining lesson, all the medical procedures, even be positive or negative will be 

a real experience, thus for the vitality on preterm infants.  

2) Positives can be a lesson to repeat, negatives be avoiding example to us.  

3) When a preterm is died after several days medical care, this will not be burn-out effect, 

thus be more power for the new preterm to overcome the conditions and problems.  

4) Each case is a lesson at reality, being an exam, not written on books, not be a copy of 

other preterm infants.  

5) Education is from past to this time, thus leading the upcoming and over the future. 

Arrangement at the education and proficiency be for new outcome.  

6) The lesson be based on considering the balancing of the physiology and overcoming the 

pathological outcome. 

f) Example at the Neonatology is not reciprocal, each preterm is differs and unique so, be on 

medical scientific concept for intending and arranging the procedures. 
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1) If you are obtaining reverse findings, this must have a scientific explanation, so, be on 

science. By other parameters.  

2) Educated, Neonatology Profession physician has a lot to indicate for serve, care and 

protect the patient, preterm infant.  

3) Experience must lead now perspectives and nee approaches.  

4) Too much know person, can make much faults, so be careful and be unique approach at 

the preterm infants. The main concept is treat the patient not the disease. 

6. Respect to a person, means respect to human dignity 

a) Respect to a person is grounding on the Human being, the creation. 

1) Respect to a person, a preterm, because of Human being is the fact for medical 

impending. As a creation respectful is the leading act.  

2) Created ones never be a creator, physician cannot be give life, thus, supporting and 

medical resuscitation is contributing life to a newborn infant.  

3) Treat not the disease, treat the individual, the preterm.  

4) The most noticeable act of a physician is respect and obey the individual rights, be Right 

to Life as simple for living.  

5) Viable is the proof of a individual, thus, for being on humanity is the reasoning for this.  

6) The value production or establishing is the meaning of resuscitation, is Right to Life or 

their life being.  

7) Unification of medical team at the Intensive Care of Neonatology Unit, be on humanity 

and Right to Life, and on being concept as living. Apart of this subject will not be 

together at the medical team. 

b) Human as an individual, a value, a treasure sole and single, not any discrimination, 

evaluation, and comments, also not put any grouping and measuring about the importance 

and significance. 

1) Each person is precious and have a value.  

2) A person with health problems and even handicapped and abnormalities, doesn’t change 

the value of being a Human and have equal rights. 

c) The aim and concerning a case, not form economic perspective, from humanity one 

1) Economics on health, not considering the payment, what to do must done.  

2) Economy depends on civil liberties, on human rights, as be considered the facts as (4E); 

a) Effectivity, b) Efficiency, d) Eligibility, useful one, e) Enjoyment, Fulfilment, not 

confirm any impairment as indicated as contented with satisfaction.  

3) Economy is not meaning as cheap, for evaluation, the perspective at humanity, the 

individual rights ve the love and, empathy, individual demands, as pride and grudge, 

not cause any harmful to common.  

4) The meaning of saving and protecting the life, the lifespan will be on for value 

production, to be on humanity. The most valuable respectable one is the gaining of 

hearts.  

5) The significance of value must be guard upon economy principles, the continuing 

shortly be reliant on healthy, be utmost vital one.  

6) For living, first to be alive. For a personal life, being an individual rights, as a Human 

Rights and contractual obligation of general outcome of the government, as an 

obligatory functional duty.  

7) When concerning life, not arguing on cheapness or economic perspective, just for 

effective, efficient and proper for individual health requirements. The person is unique 

and sole, so the concept of economics be also eligibility, clarify, acceptable pleasing on 

health. The quality on health is just to be convinced the physiology.  
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8) Purpose and aim, mode of employing medical approach to preterm infants be on 

humanity and ethical principles. Serve and care of the health of preterm infants, their 

cellular, tissue functions, oxygenations, metabolism, physiological functions, as vital 

balancing be the aim and mode to employ. 

d) Inhumane Approach at the medicine is illegal, crime act 

1) You can be get the result, thus, the position of physician be important, being on 

individual rights and humanity and ethical principles.  

2) Life is a pleasure for a living organism, thus ending be losing completely the fact of life 

and earning, winning of it.  

3) Complication is not a crime; if the groundings and resounding be on medical science, 

on ethical principles, appropriate to the case, patient, preterm infant, by care and serve 

with causation and concerning the case facts.  

4) Crime is obvious and evidence on proof, making harm, not any suspicious fact.  

5) Physician will not work on order, or other comment, thus only be patient evidences and 

medical science, personally  be responsible on it. 

7. Presence, being is only by vitality of an individual 

a) As a created one, we are, by the creation process. 

1) Life is a consequence of the creation. We are, also all the living and non-living organism 

and items are structured from atoms and energy, thus, configuration is not same, some 

qualifications. The exceptional structure be taken in notice, physiological, anatomical 

and other body items, so be awareness on it, be serve and care of them, due to their 

configuration.  

2) For establishing the individual physiological requirement, the condition and causative 

factors ve know, by medical method, examination of the preterm.  

3) Creation is helpful to the created one, as Human being, thus natural laws be on activity 

at living organism.  

4) Living in some perspective, appropriate to natural law, regulations, escaping from harm 

and serve and care of the life in every manner, even at preterm infants. 

b) Appropriate to the creation means, being in science. Nothing being a part of science and not 

at scientific evidences are not on creation. Nature is creation application; all are on science 

and natural laws. 

1) Creation is completely scientific and no exceptions, as fantasies and fairy tales.  

2) If you believe the science, and performing on medical science, will not be a coincidence 

and wonder, miracle is not a scientific fact, just be an extraordinary conditional state. 

Thus, confirming the physiology of a preterm is a medical science on individual 

evidences.  

3) Physicians grounding and reasoning on medical science, by the evidences of the patient, 

preterm infant, and not be on harm and wrong direction too.  

4) Physician be respect to medical science, and be on natural concept of the science, at the 

act of medicine.  

5) Creation is not at our control so, we have no idea on future, so, performing what we 

have today, by estimation of yesterday progress.  

6) Medical procedures be on reasoning and grounding on science and be at same standards.  

7) Physician is not quarrel on death, not contrary to the creation, accepted the reality, and 

try to overcome and be care and safe, on healthy. Not giving guaranties, any assurance, 

for treatment, just what the necessity is required.  

8) Living is continuous energy using, meaning of life is at the creation be active.  

9) Creation is by accepting the creation, the functional conditions and situations of the near 

life preterm infant, be scientifically be at the same way on it.  
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10) The requirements differs especially to the gestational functional growth and 

development, with maturation, so, physician must consider at that objects at the patient.  

11) Life is on the creational laws, so, for caring life, complete suitable application has to be 

done.  

12) The medical approach and treatment is not the same at the patients, as each person is 

unique and differs at their tissue systems.  

13) Caring the tissue system function for harm must the principle aim of the physician.  

14) Each living organism must be on natural law for alive.  

15) The physician on life is also on science with at the same creation concept.  

16) For vitality, there are several feedbacks and regulations, so, they must be in function 

properly, for the preterm infants, we have to help them to work well.  

17) In order to be alive, biological balancing be at the natural law principles, if unbalancing, 

there must a problem upcoming.  

18) For keeping a living organism alive, not the probable effects at first, the primary one to 

be , basic medical science mostly on physiological needed.  

19) At the philosophy, answering the who, when, why, which and where to whom is the 

basic fundamentals, thus same at scientific arguments.  

20) Medical procedures and applications, treatment must be on medical science. Near life 

preterm infants, even a slight indication of life, continuing the Right to Life.  

21) The real science and educator is the patient, the near life preterm infant, so not to put 

the case to the statistical boundaries, just consider, each person is special and unique, 

so, do what he/she desires.  

22) Caring, protection and considering of awareness and precautions be on science and 

reality, not on fantasies or fairy tales. 

c) The conditions and happening be similar thus, not same. They are unique and special, not 

for separation and differentiation, the rights must be on equality, same on Human Rights on 

legal perspective. 

1) When physician is on scientific perspective, the incapable concept will not be 

considered. At natural science, it will be as it is, not any paradox and counteract act. Oo 

All the obtained result be evaluated by the core of patient on medical science, for 

understandable and what is going on.  

2) No physician will be against the medical scientific regulations.  

3) Not any miracle will be at true, considering the natural laws, the medical applications 

must be on grounding to this facts.  

4) Physician only be on nature, science indication, for protection and care and serve.  

5) For opposite actions than the medical science, as patient desire and consent, will not be 

an acceptable fact, no physician be at the habit of country to science.  

6) Several relations and correlation and cooperative functioning of the body functions, so, 

physician must consider all, thus, be influenced the body, not only one tissue system.  

7) Close correlation on medical science regulations and be togetherness as the law aspects 

is the way to do.  

8) The creation perspectives be on the case, the gestational week and growth, development 

and maturation of the individual. Thus the response end effecting be also special and 

unique.  

9) If you are in minutes late, the regretting and remorse never be healed, in emergency 

situations especially for preterm infants. 000 The physician on medical science and for 

performing the healthy status by care and serve, will be creative, renewed in any 

manner.  

10) Working for value establishing, also at individual appropriate to science.  
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11) Physician by using mind, not try to put a boundaries at application, treatment, by 

confirming the case evidences for the biological aspects, also by empathy is way of 

considering.  

12) Science has same rules; thus, it must be adapted to individual conditions. Medicine is 

specified, tailoring the concept to the individual requirement.  

13) For beneficence result, being on medical science is essential.  

14) We have to compromise to be on physiology bases, mostly be on pre-causative 

conception.  

15) No one be continue their physician act, without science and ethical concepts.  

16) Physician is not a creator, thus, be on creation and learn and applying on this regulation 

for effective and efficient on medical treatment.  

17) When considering the creation, as a created of Human being, for healthy, first be noticed 

each of us have special functional state, especially preterm infants are quite special. 

Therefore we must be on suitable functional state as the patients have being.  

18) Each physician be in comfort, when on medical science.  

19) Creation be on tissue, cellular function, so, each relations be at cooperative purpose, 

thus, making a harm is affecting all the body systems.  

20) For life, adaptive to patient functional physiology needed and must be performed.  

21) Each person is similar, not have extra eyes, so, this is not meaning as same, each one 

unique and special, not be considered equal, even at identical twins .  

22) For establishing a value, some knowledge and ability with profession is obviously 

essential.  

23) At the creation, no one has the right to control and no one is responsible on it, it is as 

natural law concepts.  

24) The life concept and philosophy of a physician be also on scientific concepts. The trust 

must be inevitable like believing of gravity, we are in and effective always. 

8. Life is only a limited time period, a life span, and afterwards death is inevitably 

being 

a) The happenings being similar thus not the same, thus, the conditional happening time is 

obviously different, not at the same time. 

1) Effective and efficient productivity, some basic standards and procedures must be on 

the vitality. If all of them be satisfactory required, thus, preterm infants, has special 

functional structure, so be on this individual demands, not at standard approach, just be 

suitable and functionally for them, with their evidences obtained from them be giving 

the benefit.  

2) Life is not a retainer, advance for spent, thus, for escaping harm and destruction, not be 

cruel, be on and in love, for a short period, called life. 

b) Effect and reaction confirms themselves. 

1) Time period is important, exact one be done at the exact time is a rule. Therefore all the 

equipment be ready for use, not any seconds hesitations.  

2) Physiological balancing of all the tissue systems and performed for the needs, be 

essential for complications and problems, for being a safety function. 

c) Life is a restricted period; life span is one day be ending. Due to the creation, each living 

organism will taste the death. No one, no reasoning be for ending the life decision, not 

evaluated, not discussed, not advisable, even at the medical approach, consider that, life is 

limited time. 

1) In emergency time is important as also at preterm infants, the be in late is crime of 

intended to kill.  
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2) The time evaluation can be considered form preterm infant perspective, and not to be 

late, that leads some problems, sooner perform, eluding the problems.  

3) Each experiences, treating and discharging near life preterm infant, is not meaning to 

know, just be active on the recent case. So, there will be no strict rule, the abstract rules 

and principles be the one to follow, as care and serve the biological functions, in ethical 

fundamentals. 

d) Life is a mixture of positive and negative happenings and conditions. The important aspect 

is, we must be on humanity and on the road of ethical consideration by individual civil 

liberties and Right to Live. 

1) Birth and life, as a reality death is obvious truth.  

2) Not taken as advance and profit for life, by reasoning escaping from harm and not be 

cruel one, be the best for awareness to be a human.  

3) Life is one day be ended, the importance is protection from harm and hazardous act, to 

be on love and respect at Human Rights. Returning the Nature, the Creation is the death 

of a living organism as reality concept. 

9. Nature is active living ones concept 

a) Life is meaning on activity, by energy is needed for the action. Natural laws are always in 

action; thus, time period be also one-way indicator pass by. 

1) Life is a second process, not only for heart stopping, not efficient output be also not 

effective for life support.  

2) Time is abstract, thus definite at the emergency applications. It is medical procedures to 

be concern.  

3) Life is a limited days for alive, not known the duration. First the Right to Life is for 

being, so at birth a preterm be alive, with indication of life.  

4) To be effective and efficient, there must be medical approach, and not to be harm, thus, 

personality be serve and care for health. 

b) Living is by energy supply, thus for living the source of energy is primarily vital. 

1) If the most important factor for growth and development is nutritional state, not just 

giving the food, digestion and metabolism must be in advance, thus first energy is 

essential for activity, in addition to structural confrontation.  

2) Feeding is not proof on it will be digested and metabolized. There must be process to 

follow up.  

3) Living be only being on the creational regulations, by using energy. 

c) The newborn infant must adapted at the birth, delivery, the physiology that we live in, 

balancing and adjustment be performed for healthy live. 

1) Life is a balancing under the scientific organ systems in cooperative state. For living 

organist m, there must be a load to carry on for healthy.  

2) Life is not a stabilized and standard process. Negative and positive conditions may break 

the equilibrium, and bias effective end reactive conditions.  

3) If the necessities are not obtained, the life will not be survived.  

4) Medicine is a teamwork. Intensive Care Unit, this will be for 24 hours continuously 

observed and estimated the requirements and performing medically as soon as possible.  

5) The proceeding method is like a spider web. Case at the center, the other professions, 

medicine, nurse and pharmacies at the same distance, even any movement, evidence all 

must be informed and be active for medical performance. The medical professions be 

active continuously, at 24 hours for days and even months for preterm infants.  

6) The medical approach must be by standard and regulative one, may cause harm to 

preterm infant. Decision be upon evidences, perceiving the problems before the 
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pathology verified, that continuously evaluated by Neonatology profession and 

Intensive Care Unit team. 

7) Medical approach is not only for the problem, considering the all body, tissue systems, 

that will be cooperative and regulative together with.  

8) Establishing the life is important and continuing the healthy state is also an important 

standpoint.  

9) If life is a reality objective fact, the evaluation of the state for precaution is also required.  

10) Life is not as meaning, be on functional state, preterm infants be on growth, 

development and advanced to be healthy progress.  

11) If not in balance of requirement as efficient, effective and sufficient for tissue system 

functions, less or over is both makes harm.  

12) Precautions, for being healthy are mostly grounded on the balancing fact.  

13) The best known one is not the best have knowledge, for understanding and confirming 

the perceiving the evidences, before the problem or pathology develops. 

d) The work for health is continuous act during the life period. 

1) After performing the medical procedures, as treatment, the follow up and controls of the 

health is essential, especially at the preterm, growth and development and configuration 

of the progress be under supervision.  

2) Continuously following be for the evaluation of the functional stat, the healthy condition 

for early precautions and avoiding the problems. 

10. Responsibility is individual 

a) Medical Science Evidence-Based Approach: 

A physician not obligatory on Group A, thus by medical science reasoning, grounding on 

personal factors, be also at B to D application, thus at some, by ethical committee approved. 

At legal and deontological perspectives, if individual requirements, must be on these 

Procedures. Evidence Based Concept as Summary: At the grounding of evidence-based 

medicine; A Group: perform, B Group: may ve perform, C Group: on case report for to 

perform, D Group: discussion and later be perform, E Group: individual decision. 

Randomised systematic studies and statistical results is not indicates the individual case 

evidences. Thus physician confirms the perspective from the preterm infant. 

1) Group A-DO: Systemic, randomized clinical studies, nearly 5-15% differs, be done, or 

first line decision to perform.  

2) Group B- Appropriate to DO: Grounded on controlled studies, systemic collections, 

cohort studies, nearly 80% clinical studies.  

3) Group C- According to individual aspects: Case controlled, systematic collections, case, 

patient controlled studies.  

4) Group D- Discussions: Series of cases, not controlled Cohort or randomized clinical 

studies.  

5) Group E- Discussions and personnel comments. Expert Opinion, discussion evaluation, 

value analyzing studies. 

b) Responsibility from specific private assessment 

1) The obligation of the responsibility of the physician are; the care and respect of the 

health and individualistic personality.  

2) Basic rights and liberties, concerns, the person to the community, family and other ones, 

as humanistic duties and responsibilities.  

3) If a harm causative order is illegal and be crime at the application, so not to be 

performed, no one be escaping form the punishment, responsibility is own-self.  

4) Responsibility is individual assessment. No one accused from others duty, performed 

one. Thus in togetherness, as a teamwork, each one will be responsible t their work, 
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thus, in medicine it is covered all the person, physician, nurse and pharmacist also, just 

the accusation and penalty be only differs.  

5) No one accused and punished if it is not indicated, on written law, the regulative orders 

are not at crime concept and not be punished.  

6) There will be no comparison and not widely evaluation at the crime facts and not be a 

comparative decision.  

7) If the physician is not be benefit and be on decent result, what is done, by informative 

consent, in case of Right to Life no required the consent, self-responsibility the detail 

so, even it is a scientific backgrounding tentative trial, no crime accusation be 

mentioned.  

8) Even satisfactory experiment was done scientific medical applications under estimation 

of benefit, and not cause any harm, can be thus employed and recommended. Thus not 

any wrong comment be indicated, as advertisement approach. 

c) Neonatology Specialty ve taking medically care at the preterm and problems of the newborn 

infants. 

1) For Neonatology profession, the preterm infants are their meaning of being, education 

and also a way of life.  

2) For overcoming the near life preterm infants, experienced Perinatology and 

Neonatology professions is obligatory. They combined and cooperative medical 

approach, is statistically reduced and resulted better results.  

3) More the problems encountered, the most depending to science, even at the pregnancy, 

both Perinatolog and Neonatolog proficiency be more cooperative for solving and care 

and concerning it.  

4) For overcome the burning syndrome, working and discussion and sharing the feelings 

between the medical staff, in a comfort place. Education related to case is also 

performing to overcome.  

5) Medical staff discussed and decision made near the infant. The action is at the bedside, 

so the evaluation mainly the perspective.  

6) Life is a sharing of the human affairs, Neonatology presence is because of preterm and 

problem accrued newborn infant, so, living of preterm by the Neonatology profession, 

sharing the meaning of spirit.  

7) There will be no other power for the caring health staff, professions, near-life preterm 

infants, medical science by love to them by mind and heart unification is the fact.  

8) The medical staff on medical science that perform for the near life preterm infant 

requirements, and balancing the tissue system functions, be also feel safe, for legal 

investigative and arguing conditions.  

9) The education of Neonatology profession is continuous, by caring and serving the 

preterm infants, thus, they are the teacher, educator of the physicians, and medical staff.  

10) The perspective is not gaining, earning in advance for caring the near life preterm 

infants, thus, ethical and moral winning is the utmost important.  

11) The medical staff, who loves and cares the preterm infants can work at Neonatology 

Intensive Care Units. Even hard education, working and confrontation the conditions 

and problems are also very hard to tolerate, it is life or death situations.  

12) The desired one is not discharge, healthy state and following, care and serve by precious 

controlling, protecting for the complications, before happened be the aiming one.  

13) Medical action is going on, the discharging means a new preterm is approaching to born 

or for intensive care. So, each care perspective is educative to new ones.  

14) The efficiency and proficiency at the Intensive Care Unit at Neonatology be only by 

scientific and progressed staff with technological advanced equipment.  
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15) In Neonatology, mostly medical applications are not required consent, thus, information 

must be obligatory and willingly be given to family, in understandable way, for reliving 

the and also have been in hope. 

d) Physician be also an advocate of preterm, for care, protect and shielded from harm, and 

treatment later on. 

1) To be healthy, the medical science is more common and be obvious, so, considering to 

be physiological balancing is the aiming subject, not to be disturbed it.  

2) After discharge the preterm infants form the Intensive Care Units, controlling and 

checking the growth and development is required, thus, for considering the child-

development problems. 

3) Physician is for health care of the preterm infants, thus, be an advocate for this efforts. 

Not any consideration from the harmful and take care also precautional acts from the 

problems and conditions.  

4) A physician is not only a medical doctor of the near life preterm infants, they are also 

an advocator for the Right of Life concept, for caring and serving to them. 

e) Physician act grounding on the evidences. Thus, for preterm infants, the balancing and 

obtaining physiological status, immediate and emergency care be performed, before 

developing the evidences. 

1) The education of a physician is for solving and overcome the healthy problems; thus, 

the main effort is for being at humanity and respect to them, their life. The main concept 

is balancing the tissue system, protecting occurring the pathology, especially hard for 

the near life preterm infants.  

2) For medical decision, evidences be scientifically evaluated, thus, the functional essential 

be given, without any hesitations.  

3) At the medical applications, the reaction of the preterm infant be also considered, side 

effects, advers effect must be considered for protection of reaction.  

4) The proceeding of death, mostly, by disturbing the tissue systems, thus, physician must 

evaluate the effectivity and efficiency at the medical approach, why not shielded form 

occurring the pathology, destruction of organ systems.  

5) Behind the medical applications, undone, not performed be also evaluated for arguing 

and discussion at scientific evaluation. Groundings and references be for educative and 

progression of the procedures.  

6) At multiway arguing, interrogation, the caring and protecting, avoiding procedures, 

before the pathology occurred be spontaneously be on action, even by the medical staff. 

This means an educational purpose.  

7) Precautions are not by fearing; thus, it will be reduced to be in active state. Willingly 

and desired to perform is the best method, for interrogation what is right and ought to 

do in philosophy. 

11. Life is going by the synchronization of tissue systems by coordination and 

cooperation 

a) As social person, as a Human being, brotherhood be our together with. 

1) Health preterm means all the tissue systems and body organism be functions altogether 

in advance and properly with cooperation together.  

2) An expert opining, consultation only be taken from Neonatology Professions. Thus the 

main educator is the case, the preterm infant. Close cooperation with the case and 

informative and experienced one be in close responsibility to take.  

3) Being together, sharing by science, is utmost important. Education is therefore not to be 

the first, by learning considered the other person experiment and case report evidences. 
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b) Each person has a superiority, no one is same. Progression at science, increase the perceives, 

awarding the situation and condition, individual contributions, by decisions and sharing the 

experience is the progress going on it. 

1) No physician be in order of knowledge. They take only advices and for concerning, 

thus, everyone be special and unique not be same, so special medical act be done 

especially to each preterm infant.  

2) Physician be take continuously advices, consultations, thus, responsibility be at him/her, 

thus, sharing it with intensive care unit staffs. Information and consent does not require 

of preterm infant life, education and cooperation for this common, medical staff.  

3) For academic meeting, taking and giving knowledges and expert, profession. For 

evaluating the medical science, and for progression. Not giving lessons and education, 

cooperative fact must be the main attitude.  

4) Consultation for togetherness and joint meeting, sharing the professional experience be 

the aim, at regular special time for discussion, thus required preparation and assessment 

of the literature. 

c) At living organisms, all the tissue systems be in connection and relating by functions and 

influences at their functions. 

1) Comparison is an effective configuration of the tissue systems; thus, the individual 

finding be comparative with the other functions at the same body of the preterm.  

2) Thoughts and evidence based, Neonatology profession and experienced physician, as 

considering each preterm as an educator, likes to take care, and serve them with love 

and confidently in medicine.  

3) The tissue systems are confused and together in action, so, by considering all, at healthy 

configuration, medicine be cover all in physiological bases. 

12. At the progress at Civilization, being by the positive, future differentiation and 

evaluative process by education. 

a) Civilization can be by science and cumulation by education and progressive, evaluative and 

improving of the establishing perspective. 

1) At the Child Right Declaration, education is indicated as; “a) concerning the child as a 

free at the community, active as an adult, preparing for outcome as such, respect their 

values” b) “the individual personality and physical and cognitive capabilities be 

process and be advanced” like breastfeeding at the preterm,  Thus the satisfaction at the 

nutritional state, independency as starting at birth even at the preterm infants.  

2) Improvement, advancement and even evaluative and varying to positive way, be 

required progress. Patients the subjects of educational concept for advancing at the 

education and profession.   

b) Civilization be only by on purpose education for future cultural condition, also for preterm 

infants, for survive and be in life. 

1) Education, after medical faculty graduation is continuous, by the patients, especially the 

pre-viable preterm infants be educated greatly for new medical approaches, mostly be 

required.  

2) Physiological necessity, according the gestational age, protected from pathological 

conditions be accruing, great effort is essential, thus great educative concept, 

c) For medical attitude, using the mind on medical science, and be on empathy for the preterm 

infant evidences, individually physiological condition. 

1) Apart of the physiological needs, to be alive, for medical emergency advancing, 

thinking twice, arguing the evidences be critical, for the protection from harm, and the 

effective and efficient parameters thus, together with side and advers consideration be 

at valuation, calculation.  
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2) The life even for the physician be advancing and positively be changing in positive way, 

by medical science and also by ethically.  

3) Past is forming the future; thus, education be also for the ready to overcome the new 

situations, contribute to a physician in progressive way.  

4) If there is a contradictory evaluation, not making as a wrong one, thus be differentiation 

of the looking perspective, thus, if not on human rights and individual Right to Life, not 

be in consideration, be away of such thoughts.  

5) After the medical procedures be done, it must be broadly be discussed by the physician 

and more advice or discussion be taken for the considerations.  

6) Medical science be developed and progress by case and case reports, from conformation 

statistical researches. If done same as regulated by the list, no advancing be noticed.  

7) Today is the result of yesterday, thus, next day be todays results that we are performing.  

8) From past to future, education must have a great contribution for progressing in 

positively, for contribution a physician for himself/herself. The references be a brick for 

the new development concept. 

d) The purpose of and method of the education at the physician, continuous education, each 

by patient to patient, each condition and situation be a lesson, positive or negative way. 

1) For life balancing of the organ system is essential, thus, near life preterm infants cannot 

regulate this aspect, so, supportive medical procedures, as a matter of life.  

2) The physician education from treatment is turned to heat care for health situations and 

avoiding form pathology confirmed, early diagnosis and pre-treatment concept is being 

at the leading as primary.  

3) The education system at medicine is continuing education by himself/herself, by 

consultation, joint meeting and case-based education for scientific progress. 

e) For medical applications, be on science and open mind, precious perception, awareness of 

the individual condition and medical situation es obviously essential. 

1) Perceiving and conscious of the problems to be encountered, be the leading for 

profession.  

2) A single evidence be change all the medical applications, so, be in conscious at the 

Intensive Care of the Neonatology Unit. One sign is in cooperation of the whole-body 

systems.  

3) Each findings, evidences be evaluated by mind, and be medically on scientific 

evaluation be in consideration for application. The laboratory estimations must 

answered as, why the parameter is taken, what is the expected and noticed the result be 

compromised at the case perspective.  

4) The evaluation as normal is not a meaningful consideration for evidences, as laboratory 

results. Balancing is keeping at the needed levels, so this is the desired result for the 

medical procedures.  

5) We are look like same, thus individually have specific tissue systems and reactions are 

obviously varies. This variation is profound at the near life preterm infants, thus even 

the body birth weight is same.  

6) Our body is in combination of the gravity, so be united, so, like scientific tissue system 

requirements be preciously be in considering for the medical approach, leading the 

action by this profound complex.  

7) Perceiving the righteous evidence of a physician, not continue wht is going to do, 

immediately change, completely diverged the treatment, according the preterm infant, 

even the knowledge is against it.  

8) Using the mind, indicates escaping from harm, and thoughts for better health, meaning 

balancing the requirements grounding on physiological demands. The medical act is the 

ethical action on science by evidence-based.  
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9) Each small details will be vital important for near life preterm infants at time to 

distinguished.  

10) A physician is not a ruler obedience; thus, the knowledge only be guideline and advices, 

thus, differs as the individual demands and special conditions and findings, and be on 

evidence based, physiological backgrounds. 

13. The truth and reality is at the obvious concrete evidences 

a) The reality, truth is as it is, objective, if personal evaluation then be an abstract. 

1) Thought the born of Sun at the east, setting at the west, the reality is not as seen, the 

World is turning around the Sun. To be on science and appearance will be differs, thus 

the reality on the truth, on science.  

2) Each concept diverse by individual, subjective matters.  

3) Near life preterm infant is the family in contradictory ideas, feelings. One side be a 

living, the other side be healthy, not have any problems or conditional state. The legal 

and ethical reality is living organism has Right to live, and we respect them, all the 

concept be for their health for survive and live. No decision for ending life is legal and 

ethical and family, physician has no right for discussion, it’s a crime.  

4) Trisomy 21, Down Syndrome, up to 20 gestational week be ended, discharged, by the 

family consent. Thus, afterwards, common must care and serve for the infant, and also 

educated him/her. Without any other congenital abnormalities, the education may be 

satisfactory. 

b) Not any medical approach and procedures be done, by subjective feelings, attitudes. The 

evidences must evaluate under medical science, if not at his point, not be on physician act. 

1) For the evaluation perspective, only scientific looking is legal and ethical. The 

community, the traditional perspectives be only tor the Marital Law, thus, not valuable 

at the Crime law. So, from Constitution and Punishment Law, there is only one way for 

the discussion, science on evidence-based medicine.  

2) The main medical approach is by considering the physiology of the preterm, protecting 

from pathological outcome. Tissue and organ system cooperative functioning will be 

the expected one.  

3) The obtained results be only a contribution, not repeated for the other preterm. The 

importance is the philosophy of the aim and medical approach as a medical justice, give 

what is desired and have to do, at the preterm infant.  

4) Individual, egocentric and personal demands, leads even counter the creation, being as 

a creator, giving orders and rules, as if it will be happening.  

5) Physician be objective on science and by making empathy, and be on cooperative work, 

especially by Neonatology Intensive Care nurses. 

c) By looking, concerning true or false, the decision be on data, not at the written knowledge. 

A medical approach, procedures, be by the preterm infants evidences, for care, serve and 

treatment, precautions and continuous vital follow up results. 

1) Whether it is wright or wrong, consider the case, not the before information, as medical 

approach and treatment be on the case fundamentals of evidences, not to be harm, be 

care and serve the natural functions.  

2) Technology in detailed of science, so, principles and humanity and medical care and 

serve be on the outmost technological equipment, and modern ethical concepts.  

3) All the philosophies and thoughts be constructed on humanity and individual rights, 

mainly on Right to life. There will be no decision and ending argument at life. No one 

knows the future, so, be active on the creation. 
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d) Even their opposition, physician educated for saying the truth. At medical procedures, if not 

wanted effects, and side, unexpected results be occurred, even protecting to be, for care not 

saving as secret, confidential is unhuman and increase the crime and punishment. 

1) Physician first indicated the evidence, without any comment. Even it seems against to 

his/her approach, if on medical science and for physiology configurations, the progress 

be on their side, like consideration as complications. Complication iss inevitable 

reaction, although taken full care on precautions.  

2) Medical Records are especially at the legal issues so important, the reasoning and 

grounding at the progressive medication. Not indicated after the accusation. 

14. Evaluation at the performed and also not done ones. 

a) The aiming and reaching the result ve evaluated, even it is what to anticipate, thus for 

productive and enchaining at positive way. 

1) By giving the essential is not solving the problem. Thus, the preterm infant requirement 

is huge; in total volume, protein, calories and etc. so, giving them cannot be metabolized 

and be other complications as NEC. Not any pressure and obligations to give is for life, 

so, this is a walking on the street and be on rope at windy climate.  

2) Continuous follow up the tissue systems and metabolism, is for the evaluation of the 

physiology considering is vital important. 

b) The evidences be as it is, thus, evaluations be on personal ideas, at scientific bases. Even 

not personal benefit, ideas are respectable, distinctive their thoughts, philosophies, and if 

not harm to private, regard the opinions. 

1) Evidences be as it is, the evaluations be individual perspective, medical ones first give, 

by clinical condition.  

2) In some measurements, Gr is grain 2,2grams, so, the symbol is g, not gm or gr. Thus the 

reality is what it is as measured one.  

3) Sufficiency according to patient, requirement mostly continuously at effective and 

indicating the reality measurement.  

4) If the evidence be diverted subjectively or try to put standard model, as indicated at 

books, not to be on fact, not placing the preterm as the core of the case, so, if not be alter 

entirely, not be on the way of truth, not be a Neonatologist.  

5) What is the truth, measurement findings be not exact indication of the fact. Sterile is not 

meaning of sterile, not cultivated be an estimation. Some ideas be in thoughts, thus, not 

be on harm, be care and serve the preterm.  

6) Life and living status by clinical evidences, be at emergency state at preterm infant, 

caring and serving be done without any hesitation. A slight indication be an indication 

of life saving.  

7) Physician decision is not court order, due to the preterm findings and obtained facts, be 

required different way to go, not at harm too. 

c) The result is not on statistics, future outcome be not known, just can be estimated before. 

Each conditions, situations and state has special result as each preterm is unique and 

specific, not be a copying of others, statistics are at general, so they are unique warriors, 

and no one realizes the upcoming. 

1) No evidence be indicating the future outcome. Each condition and situation is specific 

depending the case, patient, thus, the positive expectations will not ended, forward in 

case of living.  

2) Each medical application and treatment will have a result, thus, without any effort, just 

survey what is happened, is not a physician’s role, precautions be the expected action.  

3) Treatment is not what to be done, first not allow to be the problem establishing, and 

serving caring to be healthy is more effective and efficient than therapy.  
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4) The approaching to the therapy not for the result, thus, for the evidence-based reality, 

for preterm infant, caring and serving for healthy is the main concept at growth and 

development. If not allow to growth of pathogenic flora, so probiotics as a normal flora 

establishing is the fact have to be done.  

5) The aim of living ve for the new generations. Exact healthy and non-problem generation 

is illegal dreams, this kind of application as clean society, racism is crime.  

6) For effective and efficient at tissue systems, to be exact functional state of the case, thus 

the evaluation is complete in every manner, at the preterm infant. 

7) Even a physician does not know the future, just some estimation of the medical disease 

and results, thus, just an assessment. So each case is special outcome.  

8) The serve and care is not at the requirements, also, for doses, the applicational way, 

medical procedures also. 

d) Science must depend on evidences, and reality findings. 

1) All the medical results are some scientific explanation, thus ve case and condition 

specific, so continuous evaluation is vital important.  

2) The body functions are immature as immune system, so infection arose, thus, antibiotics 

are not safe from infection and protection, so, cause several harm effects, like NEC, 

physiological flora must be confirmed.  

3) Continuous follow up is the essential requirement at Intensive Care Unit of 

Neonatology. Effects and reflection be immediately be evaluate upon this evidences. 

e) The evidences must be evaluated by the purpose, aim of the medication, is not to reach the 

target on the intent to reach, the rational fact to establishing the physiology consequence. 

1) All the scientific evidences are real and truth, considering as opposite thoughts has no 

meaning, the truth is at the case.  

2) All the thoughts be on positive perspective. Negative is indicates the death, so, 

protection and saving is the aim. Why, when, where and for whom is in general asking 

questions, so, thought to be based like that. Continuing care and serve for organ systems 

therefore vital important at preterm infants.  

3) The gaining is science, by ethical principles, thus, physician is an advocate, for the Right 

of Life, even for preterm infants.  

4) Healthy, continuing the life, by scientific perspectives. Statistical result is not indicates 

the case. The basic one, for healthy, precautions and essential medical status ve confirm, 

at the preterm infants.  

5) Nurse must to not the physicians order, thus, the one who the preterm is gives the 

permission.  

6) The reality is what is seen, not the estimated aspect. Why not done, in place of why not 

occurred, without accusing the preterm.  

7) I give the order, that will be beneficence to preterm is not what Neonatology profession 

mentioned. A vomiting will change all the program.  

8) Demands be same as the targeting factors, not be a collapsed building by the dream. 

Right the life a preterm, for serving, caring is not an abstract fact, this in medicine is 

objective actions on scientific perspective by special scientific perspective of preterm, 

not to cause any harm.  

9) Medical reasoning be on and for the preterm infant, thus, time and moment in time is 

vital important. So, not be on expectations and dreams, be on precautions and on the 

truth for balancing the organ systems.  

10) Physicians must be sure that, the realty be at the patient, true and righteous can only be 

learn from the preterm infant. Each value is specific to the patient, not be copy, may be 

similar thus, not the same.  
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11) Evidences be on truth and real, thus evaluations be free from professional aspect, thus 

all be on science, and on scientific way.  

12) All evidences be on truth, real case, the evaluation be form scientific perspective, not 

any wrong leading hopeless decision, just meaning to fight the problem, try to solve it. 

Conclusion  
Right to Life concept, nothing be on consideration for ending and taken it, no grounding, no 

reasoning for it, as legal and ethical principles.  

At the Turkish Deontological Principles, The main duty of a physician is performing, for human 

health, for human life, for the personality, utmost care and respect. At the evidence-based 

medicine; Group A- Perform-By systemic evaluation, at Group B- Performing is suitable- By 

controlled studies, at Group C-Personal facts be on consideration-Case reports, at Group D-

Discussion cases-establishing the harm at applications, Group E-Consultation-Only advices 

given not responsible at the act.  

Physician role at the individual conditions, also mentioned at the Turkish Deontological 

Principles, as have being effective, at specific and discussable ones. As indicates like “The 

known medical applications and treatment, if not get satisfactory and contented healthy result 

is understood, the physician, by informative consent, under medical scientific methods, some 

experimental and for treatment approach, no criminal responsibility be encountered ”. This 

main perspective restore and care of the physiological status, precautions for the problems that 

will be encountered, even estimated conditions be on and for healthy status, before the disease, 

condition be happened. The physician if he/she is even late at these facts, by law, “the medical 

person, who is late on, will be punished”. The guilt be for personal responsibility, no one will 

be punished from others fault. Even at multi-personal acts, the individual only be responsibility 

form their situation, condition, responsibility. The disparity of the roles; as physician from 

medical, nurse from medical applications, pharmacy from the given drugs etc. The punishment 

degree is upon the lack of the act. As a leader of the team, physician is not at force, obligatory 

to them, thus, be medical science, be explain and be reasoning and grounding the case, preterm 

with the state. If there is not indicated at law, no punishment be given to a person. The 

administrative rules are not a reasoning for penalty, no comparison, no traditions and other 

evaluations can be noticed as crime. It must be remembered that, the main approach of the 

physician is for the case, patient, and for the family and common, the rights, the liberties and 

other person, at humanity and respect of the honor at the preterm infant.   

As a result conclusion; the purpose, the aim of Physician medical approach is; at the protection 

of health concept, especially near vitality preterm infants, be support themselves physiological 

condition, situation, serving and protect form side effects before performing and precious care 

and attention, and early diagnosis of the disease or side effects, before physio-pathological 

evidence is obscure. This Declaration is for supportive at the approach at these values. 

A physician is a medical doctor of not only common, thus, the rare and distinguished person, 

in humanity act, also.  


